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Session overview

1.Embedding UDL guidelines in institutional academic 
integrity policies

2.Bringing in an educational route to institutional academic 
conduct procedures

3.Embedding UDL in academic integrity teaching including 
staff workshop on awareness-raising of inclusion

4.Creating a culture of academic integrity for everyone
5.Raising awareness of custom writing services
6.Approaching Artificial Intelligence tools (eg ChatGPT) with 

caution, transparency and experimentation



1. Embedding UDL guidelines in 
institutional academic integrity 
policies



Why do we need to improve inclusion in academic 
integrity?

• Continued over-representation of students from certain
ethnic groups, including international students, in academic 
conduct investigations (Gray, 2020; Pecorari, 2016)
- International = 15% of student body, 28% of total referrals  
- Asian 15% of student body, 35% of total referrals
- Black 6% of student body, 13% of total referrals 
(OBU internal report, 2022)

• Non-native speaker students may misinterpret Turnitin results if not given 
sufficient support (Kaktiņš, 2019)

• Academic literacy instruction seems to be available for some students but 
not others (Wingate, 2015)



EDI research on academic integrity

1. Analysis of 4 documents about academic integrity
2. Interviews with 11 key staff in academic integrity roles
3. Interviews with 3 students who had experienced academic conduct investigations



International students and academic integrity

• ‘I have a lack of knowledge about plagiarism, as an international 
student, I still need to learn how to write an essay properly. I am told 
just ‘check this site’ and I don’t know what I am supposed to do. I am 
a Master’s student, so I should know but I don’t, and I can’t ask, it’s 
very bad. I couldn’t ask those kinds of questions to the Professor and 
I’m in trouble now, I’m so scared I will fail.’ (International student 
participant)

• ‘Students who have difficulty tend to have a different academic 
culture, especially India or China, concentrated in their first year or 
postgraduate.’ (Teaching staff)

(Davis, 2022)



Disability and academic integrity
• ‘When you get told that your work’s being investigated, I felt really 

bad. I was really shocked, I thought I was really failing and doubting 
my ability, I had a recent diagnosis of dyslexia, and I didn’t feel I 
could carry on, and it really did upset me.’ (Student participant with 
dyslexia)

• ‘Students who are dyslexic can be very scared to come into the 
library.’ (Librarian)

• ‘Offering education instead of referral would be more inclusive, 
especially for students with mental health issues and disabilities, 
…it’s not fair because a lot of them come from school where they 
have never learned any of this, they get a referral, then suddenly 
they end up with zero and then this messes up their whole year.’
(Academic conduct investigator)

(Davis, 2022)



Widening participation and academic integrity
• Students from widening participation backgrounds who may be first 

in family to attend university have been found to have unintentional 
academic conduct breaches (Fudge et al., 2022).

• ‘It is quite overwhelming when you have been out of education for a 
while, trying to take in the dos and don’ts.’ (Widening participation 
student participant)

• ‘If you fit the profile of widening participation students, so you’re first 
in family to go to university, lower socio-economic, different reasons, 
there's a possibility that you might not feel that you deserve to be 
there, or you might not belong, you're less likely to ask for help, 
because you're going to try and fly under the radar, which would 
mean that you'd be more likely to mess up and maybe get it wrong 
in the assignment process, and then also not ask for help if 
referred.’ (Academic development staff)                    (Davis, 2022)



Problems with support for academic integrity

• One session at induction may mean late arrivals miss key 
instruction

• Not individualized, not enough opportunities for questions
• Issues of ‘face’, feeling they should already know
• No time to practise
• Documents given links to only, and very long and unengaging
• Need to provide continuous teaching of academic 

practice throughout courses (Davis, 2012)



Requirement for inclusion and accessibility

• Increased focus on inclusive policies as part of Equality 
Diversity and Inclusion agenda; universities required by law 
to ensure learning, teaching and assessment practices 
promote inclusive curricula, equal opportunities, eliminate 
discrimination (Equalities Act, 2010)

• Inclusion is a means of making Higher Education 
‘accessible, relevant and engaging to all students’ 
(Thomas and May, 2010, p.50)



Academic 
integrity 
documents

• Letter to request students 
attend investigative 
interview

• Academic conduct 
breaches (Definitions of 
cheating)

• Academic conduct 
procedure

• Academic integrity advice



(CAST, 2018)



Mapping UDL to academic integrity policy
UDL feature of 
Comprehension –
analysis of policy 
through mapping

1. Activate or
supply
background
knowledge

2. Highlight
patterns, 
critical features, 
big ideas and 
relationships

3. Guide 
information
processing and
visualisation

4. Maximise
transfer and
generalisation

‘Definitions of 
cheating’ policy –
(title later changed 
to ‘Academic 
conduct breaches’)

Contains 
introduction with 
warning of being 
expelled or losing 
degree. Contains 
one link to 
procedure

Bold text for 
breaches. States 
that the Library has 
a leaflet but no link; 
Mentions procedure 
but no link. 

Title in large black 
box. Breaches listed 
with Roman 
numerals. Uses some 
legal terms eg fraud. 
Contains some 
repetition.

Contains link to UK 
Academic Integrity 
Charter (not linked 
in other 
documents)

- Recommended 
revisions using UDL

Add links to all 
documents and 
information 
students should 
already be familiar 
with. Focus on good 
practice.

Provide links to 
Library information 
and procedure. Link 
process and 
procedure to 
support.

Remove black box. 
Replace Roman 
numerals with 
standard numbers. 
Remove legal terms. 
Remove repetition. 
Use consistent terms.

Add consistent links 
to all documents. 
Provide teaching 
resources and 
examples for 
students to apply 
understanding to.



Reflection

What aspects of your academic integrity policy would 
benefit from improvements through mapping UDL?
• Consistency?
• Helping students navigate through documents?
• Links across documents?
• Avoiding legal language?
• Considering prior learning?
• Involving students in the document?



2. Bringing in an educational 
route to institutional academic 
conduct procedures



Need for educational response

• ‘In intercultural interactions we cannot assume that simply 
explaining the rules will suffice—no matter how simple or 
complex the explanation. Nor can we assume that 
punishment will deter; for, if the concept itself is not 
understood and/or students don’t know what to do, or 
can’t do what they have to do to avoid it, no deterrent will 
be effective.’ (Leask, 2006, p.192)

• ‘Non-deceitful behaviour, which typically stems from a 
student not knowing that something is problematic or lacking 
the ability to avoid it,…should be approached with a 
pedagogical response’ (Mott-Smith et al., 2017, p.3)



New academic
conduct
procedure
with educational
route



3. Embedding UDL in academic 
integrity teaching



Collaborative Enhancement Project (QAA, 2023)

Step 1:
Bring together academic integrity experts, inclusion experts, 
Student Union officers and students as project team
Step 2:
Study Universal Design for Learning principles
Step 3:
Propose, discuss, draft, discuss again, revise and develop 
teaching resources
Step 4:
Recheck resources against Universal Design for Learning 
principles and other accessibility tools eg ally.



QAA (2023)
Collaborative 
Enhancement 
Project



QAA (2023)
Collaborative 
Enhancement 
Project



QAA (2023)
Collaborative 
Enhancement 
Project



QAA (2023)
Collaborative 
Enhancement Project



4. Creating a culture of academic 
integrity for everyone



Cultures of academic integrity

• Need to ‘educate all members of the community about academic 
integrity’ in order to create a culture of academic integrity within 
institutions (ICAI, 2021, p.11)

• Raise staff awareness, encourage to take responsibility, act as role 
model (Khan, Priya and Tuffnell, 2022)

• Involve students as stakeholders in champion/ambassador/partner 
roles – spread messages about sources of legitimate support, good 
practice, avoiding cheating (Khan, Priya and Tuffnell, 2022)



QAA Academic Integrity Charter
• Principle 1: Everyone is responsible as part of a ‘whole 

community’ approach
‘All members of a higher education provider’s community are 
responsible for ensuring academic integrity is embedded and upheld’.
• Principle 4: Engage and empower students
‘Higher Education providers can support their students by ensuring 
that they have a reasonable and continuing opportunity to learn about 
their policies and processes in an accessible manner and through a 
variety of formats’ (QAA, 2020)



How to 
deter 
cheating

Build
Create 
academic 
integrity culture 
in classroom; 
find ways to 
engage, monitor 
and check

Review
Review design 
of assignments 
(keep original, 
personalise, 
give vivas)

Connect
Connect with 
work in class. 
Explain the link 
between 
engagement 
and success in 
the 
assignment.

Educate
Educate 
students about 
contract 
cheating (for 
example, 
evaluate what 
some essay 
writing sites 
offer).

Publicise
Publicise the 
university 
policy and 
penalties      
(see Williams 
and Davis, 
2017)





Reflections

• How can you involve students in academic integrity in your 
institution?

• How can you encourage students and staff to take 
responsibility for academic integrity?



5. Raising awareness of custom 
writing services



Custom writing services- regulation

‘this includes the use of any service which produces custom 
materials by students requesting, sharing or producing 
work. It also includes the use of online exam assistance 
for cheating in assessment. The University may consider 
any request placed with any form of custom writing 
service to be a breach of the academic conduct 
regulations, …(either formative or summative assessment 
or work which is not linked to any form of assessment) 
including essays and dissertations (including outlines 
and guides), reports, exam notes, proposals, posters, 
presentations, the editing or improvement of existing 
work, statistical services and computing services including 
programme and code development’. (Oxford Brookes, 2022)



Custom writing sites

UKessays.com
Ivypanda.com
IvoryResearch.com
Thedocumentco.com
Myassignmenthelp.com
Edubirdie.com
Helpwithmyessay.com

Artificial intelligence sites
The-good-ai.com
Essaybot.com
Jasper.ai
Openai.com (GPT-3 model)

File-sharing sites
Chegg
Thinkswap
Coursehero



Email to students



Whatsapp
group 
message



File-sharing sites 
promote cheating 
through sharing and 
selling assignments 
and course materials

Social 
media 
promotion



Red flags in sources and Turnitin

• Unusual references
• Different referencing format
• Misrepresented citations
• Falsified or untraceable citations
• Unusual Turnitin report such as minimal text matches or only 

matching with the reference list 
• Very general interpretation of source information



Red flags in the document properties and text 
analysis

• Unusual template (e.g. using borders), especially if the template 
differs from that which the students are expected to use 

• Metadata (authors, creation date etc.) 
• Unusually low or high quality
• The material is often irrelevant to the set task 
• The text submitted is too vague or general 
• Unnatural or software-generated language

Check full resource below
https://rise.articulate.com/share/dPC3F7wAQgeKahu71aUg0vBKfEUg8
vsj#/

https://rise.articulate.com/share/dPC3F7wAQgeKahu71aUg0vBKfEUg8vsj#/
https://rise.articulate.com/share/dPC3F7wAQgeKahu71aUg0vBKfEUg8vsj#/


Reflection

What do you think can be done about contract cheating?
• By institutions
• By staff
• By students



6. Approaching Artificial 
Intelligence tools (eg ChatGPT) 
with caution, transparency and 
experimentation



The impact of new AI Tools

There once was a bot named ChatGPT
Who helped students write their essays with glee

With sources and citation
And academic dedication

Integrity was always a top priority!



AI tools - Recommendations regarding 
assessment
● Upload your assignment instructions to ChatGPT
● Include different levels of detail in the instructions and 

compare results
● Observe what ChatGPT can do well (eg create plausible 

text, structure logically, write paragraphs, use 
grammatically correct language)

● Observe what ChatGPT cannot do well (criticality, 
accurate/appropriate use of sources, accuracy of content, 
demonstration of relationships between concepts)

● Observe what ChatGPT cannot do: personalise, use 
class or module examples, use or assess images (though 
images can be used in GPT4)



Brookes approach to ChatGPT

Students
● Transparency

Students can use it but must declare their use and explain 
how they used

● Caution
Students are recommended to approach with caution and 
reminded to always credit their sources

Staff
● Explore impact on assessment
● Try out as productivity tool
● Clarify to students if it cannot be used for some 

assessment



Sector guidance



Questions for you

• What are your key take aways from today?
• How will you use UDL in academic integrity?
• How can you create a culture of academic integrity in your 

classes, programme, faculty and institution?
• What advice can you give to students about custom writing 

services?
• What approach do you consider most appropriate to AI tools?
• What other questions do you have about academic integrity?
marydavis@brookes.ac.uk

mailto:marydavis@brookes.ac.uk
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